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Abstract. For a system requirements method to specify a system as an integrated
whole of that system’s multiple views, it must be able to integrate the system
structure and system behavior when specifying a system.

Current system requirements methods such as data-oriented, function-
oriented, control-oriented and object-oriented, more or less, fail to specify a
system as an integrated whole of that system’s multiple views because they are
not able to integrate the system structure and system behavior when specifying a
system.

In this paper, we present a structure-behavior coalescence (SBC) method for
human-computer interaction (HCI) system requirements specification (SyRS).
Structure-behavior coalescence method includes three fundamental diagrams: (a)
architecture hierarchy diagram, (b) component operation diagram and (c) inter‐
action flow diagram. SBC method provides a sophisticated way to integrate the
system structure and system behavior when used for HCI system requirements
specifications.

Keywords: Structure-behavior coalescence method · System requirements
specification · Human-Computer interaction

1 Introduction

A system is complex that it consists of multiple views such as structure view, behavior
view, function view, data view, etc. The system requirements method specifies the
multiple views of a system possibly using two different approaches. The first one is the
non-integration approach and the second one is the integration approach.

The non-integration approach respectively picks a model for each view as shown in
Fig. 1, the structure view has the structure model; the behavior view has the behavior
model; the function view has the function model; the data view has the data model. These
multiple models are heterogeneous and unrelated of each other, thus there is no way to
put them into a conformity model [11, 17].
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Fig. 1. The Non-integration approach

The integration approach, instead of picking many heterogeneous and unrelated
models, will use only one single integration model as shown in Fig. 2. The structure,
behavior, function and data views are all integrated in this one single integration model
which represents an integrated whole of that system’s multiple views [5–8].

One Single
Model

Fig. 2. The integration approach

Among those multiple views, the structure view focuses on the system structure
which is described by components and their composition while the behavior view
concentrates on the system behavior which involves interactions among external envi‐
ronment’s actors and components. Since structure and behavior views are the two most
distinguished ones among multiple views, integrating the structure and behavior views
becomes the most appropriate method for integrating multiple views of a system as
shown in Fig. 3.

For requirements being able to describe a system as an integrated whole of that
system’s multiple views, an ideal method for human-computer interaction (HCI) [18]
system requirements specification should be based on a set of interacting components
forming an integrated system structure and system behavior. The purpose of this paper
is to explore this principle in depth. The whole paper is organized as follows. Section 1
is the introduction. Current methods such as data-oriented, function-oriented, control-
oriented and object-oriented for requirements failing to describe a system as an
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integrated whole of that system’s multiple views are discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3
examines in detail the structure-behavior coalescence (SBC) method which integrates
the system structure and system behavior of a system. Advantages of using structure-
behavior coalescence as a method for HCI system requirements specification are
delineated in Sect. 4. Section 5 is a summary.

2 Related Works

In general, current system requirements methods for HCI system requirement specifi‐
cation fall into three general categories: data, function, control and objects [14, 15], as
shown in Fig. 4. Each of these methods, more or less, fails to describe a system as an
integrated whole of that system’s multiple views.

Syestem
Requirements

Methods

Object-Oriented

Function-Oriented Control-Oriented

Data-Oriented

Fig. 4. Current system requirements methods

Multiple Views
Integration

Structure and Behavior
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Fig. 3. Structure and behavior views integration facilitates multiple views integration
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Data-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification stress the system
state as a data structure. Jackson System Development (JSD) [4] and Entity Relationship
Modeling (ERM) [9] are primarily data-oriented. Data-oriented methods concentrate
only on data and completely neglect to integrate the system structure and system
behavior. Therefore, data-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification
belong to the non-integration approach and will never become an ideal requirement
method.

Function-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification take the
primary view of the way a system transforms input data into output data. Each trans‐
formation from input data into output data demonstrates a function of the system.
A system may contain many such kinds of functions which represent the function
view of the system. Classical Structured Analysis (SA) [10] fits into the category of
process-based methods, as do Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)
[19] and Structured Systems Analysis and Design Method (SSADM) [1]. Process-
based methods concentrate only on the function view and completely neglect to inte‐
grate the system structure and system behavior. Just like data-oriented methods,
function-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification belong to the
non-integration approach and will never become an ideal system requirements
method.

Control-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification emphasize
synchronization, deadlock, exclusion, concurrency, and process activation of a system.
Petri Net [22] and Flowcharting [2] are primarily control-oriented. Control-oriented
methods concentrate only on the control view and completely neglect an integrated
structure and behavior views which grasps the essential properties of a system. Just like
data-oriented and function-oriented methods, control-oriented methods for HCI system
requirements specification belong to the non-integration approach should not and will
never become an ideal requirement method.

Object-oriented methods for HCI system requirements specification describe the
system as classes of objects and their behaviors. Object-oriented Analysis (OOA) [3],
fitting into the category of object-oriented methods, looks at the problem domain, with
the aim of producing a conceptual model of the information that exists in the area being
analyzed. The result of object-oriented analysis is a description of what the system is
behaviorally required to do, in the form of a conceptual model. That will typically be
presented as a set of use cases and a number of activity diagrams. Object-oriented
methods stress both the structure view and the behavior view, but not an integrated
structure and behavior views. Object-oriented methods do not emphasize to integrate
the system structure and system behavior. Like data-oriented, function-oriented and
control-oriented methods, object-oriented methods for HCI system requirements spec‐
ification belong to the non-integration approach and will never become an ideal system
requirements method.
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3 The Approach

Structure-behavior coalescence (SBC) method for HCI system requirement specifica‐
tion uses three fundamental diagrams to accomplish the HCI system requirements spec‐
ification. These diagrams are: (a) architecture hierarchy diagram, (b) component oper‐
ation diagram, and (c) interaction flow diagram.

3.1 Architecture Hierarchy Diagram

Structure-behavior coalescence (SBC) method for HCI system requirement specifica‐
tion uses an architecture hierarchy diagram (AHD) to specify the multi-level (hierarch‐
ical) decomposition and composition of a human-computer interaction system.

As an example, Fig. 5 shows that Multimedia KTV is composed of Song_Selection
and Songs; Songs is composed of Song_1 and Song_2. Among them, Multimedia KTV
and Songs are aggregated systems while Song_Selection, Song_1 and Song_2 are non-
aggregated systems.

Fig. 5. AHD of the multimedia KTV

3.2 Component Operation Diagram

Structure-behavior coalescence (SBC) method uses a component operation diagram
(COD) to specify all components’ operations in a human-computer interaction system.

An operation provided by each component represents a method of that component [3].
Figure 6 shows a COD of the Multimedia KTV. In the figure, component Song_Selection
has two operations: Select_Song_1 and Select_Song_2; component Song_1 has two oper‐
ations: Broadcast_Song_1 and Sing_Song_1; component Song_Selection has two opera‐
tions: Broadcast_Song_2 and Sing_Song_2.
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Fig. 6. FD of the multimedia KTV

For a human-computer interaction system, we use a component operation diagram
(COD) to design all components’ operations. Figure 7 shows a COD of the Multimedia
KTV. In the figure, component Song_Selection has two operations: Select_Song_1 and
Select_Song_2; component Song_1 has two operations: Broadcast_Song_1 and
Sing_Song_1; component Song_Selection has two operations: Broadcast_Song_2 and
Sing_Song_2.

Fig. 7. IFD of the “KalaOK_Song_1” behavior

3.3 Interaction Flow Diagram

Structure-behavior coalescence method uses interaction flow diagram (IFD) to define
all individual behavior of a human-computer interaction system. In a human-computer
interaction system, if the components, and among them and the external environment’s
actors to interact, these interactions will lead to the system behavior. That is, “interac‐
tion” plays an important factor in integrating the systems structure and systems behavior
for a human-computer interaction system.
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The overall behavior of a human-computer interaction system consists of many
individual behaviors. They tend to be executed concurrently [16, 20, 21]. Each individual
behavior represents an execution path. We use an interaction flow diagram (IFD) to
define this individual behavior. For example, the overall Multimedia KTV’s behavior
includes two behaviors: KalaOK_Song_1 and KalaOK_Song_2.

Figure 7 shows the IFD of the KalaOK_Song_1 behavior. First, actor Singer interacts
with the Song_Selection component through the Select_Song_1 operation call interac‐
tion. Next, component Song_Selection interacts with the Song_1 component through
the Broadcast_Song_1 operation call interaction. Finally, actor Singer interacts with the
Song_1 component through the Sing_Song_1 operation call interaction.

Figure 8 shows the IFD of the KalaOK_Song_2 behavior. First, actor Singer interacts
with the Song_Selection component through the Select_Song_2 operation call interac‐
tion. Next, component Song_Selection interacts with the Song_2 component through
the Broadcast_Song_2 operation call interaction. Finally, actor Singer interacts with the
Song_2 component through the Sing_Song_2 operation call interaction.

Fig. 8. IFD of the “KalaOK_Song_2” behavior

4 Result and Discussions

In the SBC method for HCI system requirement specification, an operation formula
includes (a) operation name, (b) input parameters, and (c) output parameters. Since
input/output parameters represent the data view and an operation represents the function
view, so data and function views are well integrated in the SBC method for HCI system
requirement specification as shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Data and function views integration

In the SBC method for HCI system requirement specification, a component operation
diagram specifies all components’ operations in a system. These all components’ oper‐
ations represent the function view of the system. Since components’ operations belong
to the function view and components belong to the structure view, so data, function and
structure views are well integrated in the SBC method for HCI system requirement
specification as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Data, function and structure views integration

Also in the SBC method for HCI system requirement specification, an interaction
flow diagram is constructed by specifying those “interactions” among the external envi‐
ronment’s actors and the components. Since external environment’s actors and compo‐
nents belong to the structure view and interaction flow diagrams belong to the behavior
view, so data, function, structure and behavior views are well integrated in the SBC
method for HCI system requirement specification as shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Data, function, structure and behavior views integration
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Let us compare the data-oriented method with the SBC method. As shown in Fig. 12,
the data-oriented method for HCI system requirement specification concentrate only on
the data view and the SBC method for HCI system requirement specification has the
data, function, structure and behavior views all integrated.

Data-oriented method SBC method
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Fig. 12. Data-oriented method vs. SBC method

Let us compare the function-oriented method with the SBC method. As shown in
Fig. 13, the function-oriented method for HCI system requirement specification concen‐
trate only on the data and function views and the SBC method for HCI system require‐
ment specification has the function, structure and behavior views all integrated.

Function-oriented method SBC method
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Fig. 13. Function-oriented method vs. SBC method

Let us compare the control-oriented method with the SBC method. As shown in
Fig. 14, the control-oriented method for HCI system requirement specification concen‐
trate only on the behavior view and the SBC method for HCI system requirement spec‐
ification has the function, structure and behavior views all integrated.
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Fig. 14. Control-oriented method vs. SBC method

Let us compare the object-oriented method with the SBC method. As shown in
Fig. 15, the object-oriented method for HCI system requirement specification has the
structure and behavior views unrelated and the SBC method for HCI system requirement
specification has the function, structure and behavior views all integrated.
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Fig. 15. Object-oriented method vs. SBC method

5 Conclusions

For a system requirements method to specify a human-computer interaction system as
an integrated whole of that system’s multiple views, it must be able to integrate the
system structure and system behavior when specifying a system.

Current human-computer interaction system requirements methods such as process-
based, behavioral and object-oriented, more or less, fail to specify a human-computer
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interaction system as an integrated whole of that system’s multiple views because they
are not able to integrate the system structure and system behavior when specifying a
human-computer interaction system.

The characteristics of the SBC method for HCI system requirement specification lie
in its integrating the structure and behavior views hence it is able to integrate the multiple
views of a human-computer interaction system. Therefore, for HCI system requirements
specification, SBC method is more advanced than the process-based, behavioral and
object-oriented methods.
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